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Greetings from the Land of Early Preschool. It was such a great week to stomp around like dinosaurs.
I hope some of you have heard the song of the week, “We Are The Dinosaurs”. It was such a fun and
messy week! A few days I thought that I was at the beach because of how much sand, from the fossil
digging tray, was on the floor. But sometimes Messy Play is the Best Play. But, I think the funniest
part of the week was when the kiddos corrected me on how to say the names of the different
dinosaurs.  LOTS of giggles!

Jesus Time:
Since we are now in the season of LENT, we will begin to discuss the journey of Jesus
that led up to the sadness of Good Friday and the Joy of Easter. During our next Jesus
time, we will focus on the celebrations and excitements that occurred when Jesus rode
into Jerusalem.

Next Weeks Theme:
Spring will be our next topic that we will learn about in our classroom. We will learn
about the different changes that happen in the spring such as the weather, baby
animals, and how the leaves and flowers will start to grow again. I don’t know about
you, but after this long winter, I am looking forward to the temperature rising, green
grass growing, new blooming flowers, and all the “new beginnings” that GOD is
sending our way! If you and your child find new signs of spring while you are outside
and would like to contribute to our classroom Nature Nook, we would greatly
appreciate it.  We certainly love Hands On Learning! Thanks!

Important Dates:
● Thursday, April 1st.  Early Dismissal
● Monday, April 5th - Friday, April 9th.  No School for Easter Break

Notes:
Next week marks the end of the 3rd quarter. Whew… That means we are almost 75%
done with the school year! I started assessing the children this week and Progress
Reports will be sent home soon.

Blessings to all of you!


